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MAMMOTH LAKES FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT 

BOARD OF FIRE COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 

                 JUNE 18, 2019 

 

 

 

1) CALL TO ORDER – ROLL CALL 

The meeting was called to order at 11:59am. 

Board of Fire Commissioners present: Chairman of the Board Roger Curry, Board members 

Carole Schilz, Buck Wahl and Bret Bihler. 

Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District staff present: Fire Chief Frank Frievalt, Division 

Chiefs Ales Tomaier and Natalie Morrow; Firefighter Danny Shugart and Administrative 

Aide Caroline Sanderson. 

 

2) APPROVAL OF MAY 21, 2019 MEETING MINUTES 

Carole Schilz asked for the word “considers” to be removed from one section as it was a 

typo.  Caroline Sanderson agreed to make the change.  Buck Wahl moved to approve the 

May 21 minutes, Carole Schilz seconded the motion and the vote was unanimously in favor. 

 

3) SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS – Referring to agenda item 8A, Chief Frievalt announced that 

SCI would be able to join the Board via conference call at 12:15pm. 

a) The conference call was held between the Board of Commissioners, and Maria Garcia-

Adarbe and John Bliss from SCI. 

b) John Bliss stated that Chief Frievalt had asked him to give an overview of a few 

proposals.  He also stated that SCI’s main focus is working with rural fire districts on 

fire measures. 

c) John Bliss also discussed the community survey process.  The survey would be conducted 

via mail so that SCI would be able to get a better understanding of the population of 

Mammoth Lakes.  A survey is optional, he said, but highly recommended. 

i) Chief Frievalt asked what type of a response could be expected from a survey. 

(1) John Bliss said that it would go to both full-time residents and second 

homeowners, and he anticipated a 15% to 20% return rate. 

d) John Bliss also explained that there were two main options to consider that would 

generate revenue for the District: 

i) Special Tax – This is the same as what MLFD had on the ballot before.  It goes to all 

registered voters, must be conducted during an election, is less expensive, but needs a 

two-thirds vote to pass. 

ii) Special Benefit Assessment – This is a more expensive option with some legal 

vulnerability, but because it’s a “property owner ballot,” it has a market advantage 

in the Mammoth Lakes community.  It also only needs 50% of the vote to pass.  Votes 

are also weighted based on the type of property.  A benefit assessment does not have 

to be tied to an election, and voters have 45 days to respond. 

e) John Bliss reiterated that a survey of the community would give us an idea of which route 

to undertake. 
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f) SCI’s recommendation would be to go with the benefit assessment instead of a special 

tax.  He said that his experience has been that second homeowners have often been more 

supportive of paying for fire protection than full-time residents.  He saw this trend in 

Tahoe. 

g) John Bliss also suggested that MLFD consider waiting 18-24 months so that there is 

adequate time to conduct outreach initiatives. 

i) Wildfires have been highly publicized, and people are ready to vote for fire protection, 

but communication is extremely important.  With very little communication leading 

up to the last election, MLFD achieved 61% of the vote.  SCI’s opinion is that MLFD 

is well poised for success this time around. 

ii) John Bliss also implied that the high income level of Mammoth’s second homeowners 

would work in MLFD’s favor. 

h) Chief Frievalt said that for special services that cost $25,000 or greater, MLFD would be 

required to go through a formal bid process.  He also agreed with the Board that the 

survey results would drive our strategy. 

i) John Bliss was confident that SCI could conduct the initial phases of the proposal for 

under $25,000.  These would include the feasibility analysis and public opinion 

survey. 

i) Carole Schilz asked if MLFD would need approximately $500,000 to get to 10.6 FTE and 

increase wages.  Chief Frievalt said, yes, but that would just barely get us to the current 

cost of living. 

j) Carole asked about paying off the unfunded accrued liabilities of $2.1 million.  She 

reminded the group that paying that off could save MLFD money. 

i) Chief Frievalt said that we would have to drop our reserves in order to do that, but 

would pick up about $140,000 per year. 

ii) Chief Frievalt then said that $140,000 per year was not enough.  Although he did say 

that if we were exempt from ERAF we would save about $250,000 per year. 

iii) Chief Frievalt’s opinion is that even with that extra money, MLFD would barely get 

to 10.6 FTE, and we wouldn’t get any parity with respect to wages.  His 

recommendation was to take another run at a special tax or assessment. 

(1) Carole Schilz stated that she wanted to make sure we were doing everything we 

possibly could in-house before going to the public for the money. 

k) Bret Bihler recommended some due diligence on MLFD’s part, and that SCI’s references 

be contacted. 

i) Chief Frievalt said he’s be happy to contact the references prior to agreeing to a 

community survey. 

l) Roger Curry was not convinced that MLFD needed the assistance of a consulting group.  

He stated that we achieved excellent results in the last election, even with the school bond 

on the ballot. 

i) Ales Tomaier commented that MLFD doesn’t have the capacity to do either the 

engineer’s report or the election services piece in-house.  In his opinion, the cost for 

SCI’s services was not high. 

ii) Roger asked, if the measure passes, how long it would take to recoup the $100,000 

that we’d have to pay SCI. 
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(1) Chief Frievalt said that his hope was that with approximately 79 parcels, we 

would see around $800,000 per year.  MLFD would be able to pay the $100,000 

with those revenues. 

(2) Bret Bihler asked, if we spend $100,000 and it doesn’t pass, how do we deal with 

that? 

(3) Chief Frievalt said, if we fail, we’ll probably have to wait about four years to try 

again. 

(4) Chief Frievalt asked Roger Curry what he thought the cost savings would be if we 

tried to do the benefit assessment without a consulting group. 

(i) Ales Tomaier reminded the group that SCI has a 94% success rate. 

(ii) Bret Bihler said that he felt that we should use the technology and 

experience of a company that has a history of success.  We shouldn’t try to 

recreate the wheel in-house. 

m) Buck Wahl likes the benefit assessment over the special tax because of the 50% rule.  He 

also asked about the method for weighting the various properties. 

i) Ales Tomaier commented that we’d have to do some outreach at the Ski Area.  He 

referred to the TBID process. 

ii) Chief Frievalt also said that each parcel would be assessed in the engineering report. 

n) Chief Frievalt said he needed Board direction to pursue the feasibility study and survey 

with SCI. 

i) Carole Schilz moved in favor of pursing SCI for the feasibility study and survey under 

this year’s budget, and recommended that Chief Frievalt do some background checks 

with other SCI clients. 

ii) Buck Wahl seconded, and the vote was unanimously in favor. 

o) Bret Bihler also asked were the $107,000 would fit into the budget. 

i) Chief Frievalt said that since MLFD was coming in under budget for 18-19, we could 

pay for the feasibility study and survey under the current budget. 

 

4) GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT – None 

 

5) CONSENT AGENDA – None 

 

6) BUDGET 

a) Review 2018/2019 Budget 

i) Per Chief Frievalt, even with a payroll and A/P check run pending, we should still end 

up about $100,000 ahead of budget. 

b) 2019/2020 Preliminary Budget – Chief Frievalt reviewed the numbers below: 

i) Total Revenue - $3,338,256 (up $170,432) 

ii) Total Expense - $3,275,705 (up $186,054) 

iii) Net Position - $62, 551 

iv) FF – CS to post preliminary budget in Mammoth Times, per Jody’s task list. 

 

7) OLD BUSINESS 

a) Parcel Tax Consulting – This was discussed by the group under agenda item 3, Special 

Presentations. 

b) Questions regarding Division Chief Tuition Reimbursement 
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i) Chief Frievalt reviewed taxation of the benefit.  He said that there are two methods of 

paying for educational benefits to employees: 

(1) A payment/reimbursement arrangement, which is restricted to work-related 

education but is excluded from taxation (IRS Pub 15-B, Employer’s Tax Guide to 

Fringe Benefits – Working Condition Benefit) 

(2) Educational assistance, which is not restricted to work-related education, but is 

only excluded from taxation up to $5,250 (IRS Pub 15-B, Employer’s Tax Guide 

to Fringe Benefits – Education Assistance Program) 

ii) Chief Frievalt feels that we can make a strong argument that this is a Working 

Condition Benefit, so it shouldn’t end up being taxed. 

iii) Is this discriminatory for “Highly Compensated Employees?” – Chief Frievalt said 

this is not a shareholder situation, and our Division Chiefs are not classified as 

corporate “officers.”  Their annual pay is also below $120,000 (IRS 15-B, Chapter 2, 

pp.10,22) which means they are not considered HCEs. 

iv) Methodology of repayment for educational assistance if an employee leaves for other 

employment – Chief Frievalt reviewed his recommendation below: 

(1) Tiered Recommendation (due within 6 months following separation) 

(a) Departure within 1 year – 100% 

(b) Departure within 2 years – 80% 

(c) Departure within 3 years – 60% 

(d) Departure within 4 years – 20% 

(e) Departure after 5 years – 0% 

(2) Additional Exemptions to repayment would include: 

(a) Death 

(b) Medical disability lasting longer than 12 months 

(c) CalPERS retirement 

 

8) NEW BUSINESS 

a) Madera County response to Mono County request to place county boundary line 

adjustment discussion on the agenda. 

i) Request guidance on contacting Madera County to pursue Mutual Aid agreement for 

District responses into the Reds Meadow/Rainbow 

ii) Request is concurrent with option to address District response through amendments to 

existing MOU between Madera and Mono Counties 

iii) Chief Frievalt would like to contact Madera County to pursue a mutual aid 

agreement regarding District responses to the Reds Meadow and Rainbow Falls 

area.  The current MOU doesn’t include MLFD.  Chief Frievalt would like to make 

sure that when Mono County dispatches MLFD to Reds, that response falls under 

mutual aid.  MLFD currently doesn’t have an agreement in place covering how we 

would support the SAR agreement.  He would like to negotiate a separate agreement 

between Madera County and MLFD. 

(1) Chief Frievalt requested Board approval to reach out to Madera County to start 

negotiations. 

(a) Carole Schilz and Bret Bihler asked if there would be a fee schedule.  Chief 

Frievalt replied that Madera has never made a payment to Mono county. 
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(b) Chief Frievalt believes aid should be a gift of public funds through assistance 

for hire. 

(c) Chief Frievalt also suggested that we could request an extension of our 

District boundary into Madera County.  He believes that the ski area would 

contribute to a strong case for moving the boundary. 

(d) Chief Frievalt also said that he didn’t know the status of Madera’s 

negotiations with Mono County.  He would like to speak with Ingrid Braun, 

with the approval of the Board. 

(e) Carle Schilz moved to approve/support Chief Frievalt in his investigation of 

establishing an MOU between Madera County and MLFD, and also to 

support the Chief in approaching Ingrid for discussion of Mono County’s 

status with regards to negotiations.  Bret Bihler seconded the motion, and the 

vote was unanimous to approve. 

 

9) REPORTS, REQUESTS, AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR BOARD REVIEW – None 

 

10) DISTRICT CHIEF COMMENTS 

a) Recent rescue at Upper Twin Lakes Falls (Chief Walker) – Chief Frievalt stated that this 

rescue was exceptional.  The call came in as a person in the water.  There were a father 

and a son in the entrance to the waterfall under Upper Twin.  The father had gotten his 

son out, but was unable to get himself out.  Scott Walker was the Duty Chief, and 

changed what should have been a static water rescue to a dynamic ice rescue.  Ales 

Tomaier commented that MLFD was using some new gear that is more consolidated, but 

requires significant training. 

b) DSES Wounded Warrior Dinner (Chief Tomaier) – Ales Tomaier reported that we’ve 

been hosting these dinners since about 2008.  It was a smaller group this year.  Bryce 

Freeman took the lead on cooking, with the assistance of Scott Walker, and the rookies 

demonstrated strong participation. 

c) Channel 21 Interview on First Responder Winter Operations (Chief Tomaier) – Ales 

Tomaier interviewed with a news agency that was quite impressed with MLFD’s 

operation and at what we accomplish during winter months, under extreme conditions.  

The interview lasted for about an hour. 

d) Status of Firefighter-Inspector applications (Chief Morrow) – Natalie Morrow reported 

that there were only three applicants and that the testing process would be held on 

Monday.  Chief Frievalt commented about how few applicants we had, and that we’re not 

truly competitive in the job market.  MLFD is competing against much higher paying 

jobs. 

 

11) BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS 

a) Carole Schilz asked about the status of the CWPP.  Natalie responded that we just 

completed a demo with Rodrigo.  Chief Frievalt asked if Rodrigo could track changes 

through defensible space and fuel mitigation projects so we could get credit for that type 

of work.  Natalie Morrow believed he could, but would follow up. 

b) Bret Bihler commended Caroline Sanderson on her follow-up with respect to a 

significant adjustment to our FASIS work comp premiums. 
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c) Carole Schilz reminded everyone that Chief Frievalt’s evaluation was due this year, and 

that we would need at least two Board members to evaluate and negotiate the new 

contract. 

i) Roger Curry volunteered. 

ii) The Board also recommended John Mendel. 

iii) Carole Schilz said she was also available to assist. 

d) There was also a question about the Mono County Civic Center DIF fees.  Chief Frievalt 

said that he hadn’t seen anything in writing.  He said that general government code is 

clear in defining DIF fees and procedures for establishing DIFs.  However, in the Health 

& Safety Code, the fees you can impose are more limited.  It’s very clear that the TOML 

has the authority to impose fees, but unclear of how MLFD’s fees are established in 

conjunction with the Town.  Chief Frievalt would like to see a recommendation in writing 

from Liebert Cassidy Whitmore. 

e) In light of the ice rescue discussion, Roger Curry asked if MLFD had an employee 

recognition program.  Chief Frievalt said that we only have the Firefighter of the Year 

award and Chief of the Year award.  He said that in his experience there is a fine line 

between recognizing good work, and not recognizing the rest of the work.  He said if a 

recognition program is done right, it’s valuable; if not, it’s viewed as meaningless.  He 

doesn’t believe we have the staff capacity to manage a recognition program. 

 

12) LEGAL COUNSEL ADVICE – No legal counsel present. 

 

13) MLFPD FIREFIGHTER ASSOCIATION COMMENTS – No representatives present.  Chief 

Frievalt made the comment that we were beginning negotiations on a new MOU. 

 

14) ANNOUNCEMENTS – None  

 

15) ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES – Next meeting is scheduled for July 16, 2019. 

 

16) ADJOURNMENT – The meeting adjourned at 2:55pm. 

 

___________________________________   ___________________ 

Commissioner signature      Date 

___________________________________ 

Print Name 

 

___________________________________   ___________________ 

Commissioner signature      Date 

__________________________________ 

Print Name 


